
How to draw
a pig

5. You can now add some features to
        your pig. Add two eyes, a mouth,
        nostrils and a curly tail.

6. Why not colour in your pig to bring
         it to life? Oink oink!

1. Draw an oval shape - a bit like a
       lemon with a point at the front.

2. Your pig now needs two ears. One should 
        go behind the pig’s head.

3. Now add a snout in the point,
        this should be an oval shape. 

4. Time to give your pig some trotters!
        Draw four sausage shapes under the body.
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How to draw
a sheep

5. Now for the features. Add an eye,
        nose and smiley mouth.

6. You can add some colour to your sheep
          to make it even more baa-rilliant!

1. First draw a cloud-like shape. 2. Then draw a head to the left of your
        cloud.

3. Now add an ear, this will go over
        the body and face. Once done, rub
        out any lines on the inside.

4. Add two legs by drawing rectangles
        that are pointed slightly inwards.
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How to draw
a chicken

5. Now for the features. Add an
        eye in the centre of the head.

6. Get colouring to bring your cheeky
        chicken to life!

1. Draw an oval for the body on a
       slight angle. 

2. Now draw a ‘n’ shape at the top of the
        oval so that it joins the body. Then add
        spikey zig-zags to the left for the tail. 

3. Now add a small beak and two
        feet. For the feet, make three little
        points for the chicken’s toes.

4. Add a chicken’s comb which should
        go on top of its head. Then add it’s
        wattles under the beak. 
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